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Maintenance Challenge

 The domestic shipbuilding, repair, and recycling industries 
have historically had much higher injury and illness 
incidence rates than has general industry, manufacturing, 
or construction.– Stephen Hudock, Centers for Disease 
Control

 “50% of senior shipyard leaders advise their children to 
find work elsewhere.” – Dick Boutwell, Northrop Grumman 
Newport News & Larry Gebhardt, Alaska Ship & Drydock, 
Inc. View of Our Industry

 Challenges Confronting DoD Infrastructure: Declining 
Budgets/Increasing Maintenance Costs – RAND 
Corporation

The FORTIS Human 
Augmentation System 

(HAS) Augments Human 
Strength and Endurance to 
reduce injury and increase 

Industrial productivity.  



Human Augmentation System 

Description
FORTIS™ is a Passive Exoskeleton
− Supports tools up to 36 lbs
− Transfers load to the ground when 

standing or kneeling
− Weighs approximately 27 lbs
− Accommodates users between 5’2’’ and 

6’4’’ with two settings to fit narrow to 
wide hips and waist 

− Requires no tools for adjustment
− Requires minimal training and is simple 

to operate
− Tool arm and counter weight assembly 

easily removed by operator
− Reduces fatigue and felt 

vibration/increases productivity
− Requires no batteries or power

An Exoskeleton Tailored for the Industrial Community
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Benefits of FORTIS™ HAS
 300% decrease in reported fatigue*

 $104k projected cost savings per FORTIS HAS 
per year for SHT removal*

 PSNS worker performed a continuous 
overhead grind for 27 minutes. 
• Typical un-augmented  performance 

showed 21 breaks taken during 25 minute 
period

 Zero Reported Injuries

“The HAS technology is a fundamental redefinition of the relationship between the worker and the 
tool, where the physical strength of the worker is no longer a limiting factor for work assignment.  
The cost benefit using the HAS allows PSNS to reduce required crew size for from three to two, 
equating to a cost saving of $104K per year for Heat Induction Tool applications.  These savings are 
increased as the number of HAS are deployed and utilized on SHT removal projects.”  - Heat Induction 
Removal of Special Hull Treatment (SHT) using (Lockheed Martin) Human Augmentation System (HAS) 
Technology – NCMS Final Report



Status

Routing

Grinding

Sand 
Blasting

Painting

Riveting

Drilling

With minimal modification, 
integrates with current 

processes and tools of many 
maintenance, manufacturing, 

and support operations 

 FORTIS™ is a commercial item 
available for sale

 First two units delivered to the 
CTMA 29 October 2014

 New units in production

 Lockheed Martin Evaluating 
units for Aeronautics and 
shipbuilding

 Actively seeking partners for 
production/ distribution

Human Augmentation Opened New Frontier for Tool Development and New 
Industrial Applications



Remaining Challenges

 Expanding Utility
 New Tool Arms to Expand Capabilities and Reduce 

System Cost
 Integrated Pick and Place Capability

 Cost Reduction
 Driving Down Material Cost
 Reducing Machining Cost
 Production Partner Program/VAR Network

 Identifying Test, Evaluation, Development Partners
 Strategic Partners in Government & Industry
 Custom Applications

Movie Industry Created High Expectations For Exoskeleton Performance.
However, Movie Exoskeletons Do Not Have to Comply with the Laws of Physics.



Final Thoughts

Lockheed Martin Intends for Exoskeleton 
Technologies to be disruptive to Multiple Industries
 FORTIS will enable unparalleled levels of HUMAN 

performance
 FORTIS will enable unparalleled levels of HUMAN 

productivity
 FORTIS will change the way the job gets done
 FORTIS will enhance user safety
 FORTIS will enhance user job satisfaction

We Want To Change The Way You Work, For Good





Additive Manufactured Masking Tools for 
Plastic Media Blasting (PMB) of Aircraft

Prepared By:
R. David Price

4.1 Reverse Engineering Lab Manager
FRCSW, NAS North Island

Work: (619) 545-6995



Current Practice

Masking prior to PMB:

• Is time-consuming and strenuous

• Requires several different consumables

– Consumable use can vary between artisans

• Requires significant expertise

• Techniques and masking times vary among 
artisans



Technology
FRCSW Advanced Measurement Systems and 

Reverse Engineering Lab (AMSREL)

3D Laser Scanning

3D Printing 
(Additive 

Manufacturing)

Image courtesy of www.hexagonmetrology.us

Image courtesy of www.surphaser.com

Images courtesy of www.stratasys.com



Technology

Laser Scanning Solid Modeling 3D Printing



Benefits

A kit of 3-D printed masking tools is:
– Low cost

– Low lead-time

– Reusable

– Custom fit to the aircraft

Intended to reduce:
– Masking time

– Consumable use

– Risk of media intrusion



Benefits

Initial Cost to 
Manufacture

Cost Savings 
per Aircraft

Labor Hours 
Saved Per 

Aircraft

Turn Around 
Time (TAT) 

Reduction Per 
Aircraft

$29,600.62 $3576.17 35.6 hrs 5 hrs
(~1/2 day)

Breakeven 
(Aircraft 
Masked)

One Year 
Savings

Three Year 
Savings

Five Year 
Savings

9 $13,313.42 $99,141.50 $155,368.96



Status

• Currently includes 16 mask designs

• Each mask has an FRCSW part number

• Several prototypes have been printed

– Installation testing: Up to 90% reduction in 
masking time (per location)

– Durability testing: Very positive

Technology Readiness Level 9
All equipment and software used is COTS



Status - What’s Next?

• Expansion to other platforms

– E2/C2, H53, H60, F35, etc.

• Expansion to other depots and Services

• Masks for painting

• Masks for components (blasting or painting)



Challenges

Why can’t this Idea spread throughout DoD today?
• Training, software, and hardware investment

– Laser scanning
– Solid modeling
– 3D printing

FRCSW and many other installations DO have the 
expertise and capability necessary

…so it CAN!

Laser 
Scanning

Solid 
Modeling

3D Printing



Why Vote For This Idea?

• The process is simple

• The hardware/software is COTS

• The capability exists throughout DoD

All this Great Idea needs is visibility



Fast Track Applications of AM 
Repairs

Submitted by 

Mr. Brian Anderson

Anniston Army Depot



Maintenance Problem to be Addressed: Implementing 
Wider Usage of Additive Manufacturing

• Applications of AM for repair and production of new components have 
grown rapidly in the last 5 years and yet the technology is viewed as 
underutilized by its’ proponents even though it has great potential to 
reduce costs and lead times

• The current process within DOD for submission-evaluation of repair 
procedures can vary across the services and unfortunately these 
evaluation processes are often not well defined, archived or staffed with 
enough technical people.

• Difficult to produce governing commercial specifications during a time 
when the technology is still evolving. 

• Commercial applications are well documented according to company 
proprietary processes which are not available or shared outside the 
corporate walls. 

• Lack of data hampers the development of commercial specifications.



Technology Description

• A path forward for using AM within DOD would be to establish a team of 
cross-service scientist and engineers whose mission would focus on 
developing a database of AM processes and resultant properties. 

– Current teams, such as the JDMTP and Army AM CoP, are voluntary.

– Resources are constrained to provide continued focus in this area

• This team would input digital process data into a standardized, auditable, 
well archived model based enterprise of AM processes which would be 
available to subscribers. 

– MSAT (Materials Selection and Analysis Tool)

– MilSuite for Cross-service collaboration

– DARPA Open Manufacturing Process Schema

– Windchill, TeamCenter, etc.



Tools

• A focused team of AM experts

• A well-defined process to evaluate and fast-
track AM for DoD Repairs

• Materials Database – needs to be developed

– MSAT (Materials Selection Analysis Tool)

– MMPDS

• Configuration Management of repair protocols 
and changes



Benefits

• “One Stop Shopping” for the evaluation of AM 
for DoD repairs.

• Transparency and equivalency across services 

• Development of standards will allow for AM to 
be called out in USG tech data packages.

• Sharing of materials data will allow for users 
to leverage expertise

• Generation of design allowables and ROI



Status

• Currently, the generation and storage of AM data and 
repair processes is ad hoc

– Teams, such as the JDMTP, can be utilized as resources 

• Pedigreed AM materials information is hard to 
acquire and verify

– MMPDS, MSAT, DARPA “Open Manufacturing Initiative”



Challenges

• Team of motivated individuals needs to be assembled.

• E-Process Data Management (to be done by team)

– Migration of AM Data from Legacy Systems
• File format incompatibility (lack of standards)

• Massive amounts of data needs to be systematically developed 

– Maintenance & Updating Information

– Quality Control

– Governance & Control of Data



A Vote for Us is a Vote for Use and 
“Yous”

Voting for Us means…

• We can Fast Track DoD repair processes that 
use AM.

• That AM will achieve wider Use through the 
sharing of materials properties, standards and 
effective use of 3D models.

• That we can do good for “all yous folks” 



Ncompass-Voyager™

Intermittent Fault Detector

DoD Maintenance Symposium – 17 Nov 2014 
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The Problem:  

• Maintenance of aircraft Electrical Wiring Interconnection Systems 

(EWIS) pose an ever increasing challenge

• Much of the challenge is related to intermittent faults which occur 

because of aging wiring and connections

• Intermittent problems manifest themselves in wiring harnesses as 

“bad actor” units and as No Fault Found (NFF) test results 

• Intermittent faults are a growing problem in electronic equipment

• Current Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) and wiring testers are 

unable to detect and isolate intermittent faults that cause NFF  

Substantial portion of NFFs are due to intermittent faults undetected 

by traditional testers – an intermittent testing void exists 



Intermittent Faults:  

• Variety of intermittent fault causes    

– Loose or corroded wire wrap 

– Cracked solder joint

– Corroded connector contact  

– Loose crimp connection 

– Hairline crack in a printed circuit trace  

– Broken wire 

– Unsoldered joint

– Number of other phenomena, all very common in electronic equipment  

Interconnectivity problems – not electronic component failures     



Intermittent Faults:  

• Intermittent fault occurrences    
– Consistent discontinuity (hard failure) is not difficult to detect

– Intermittent discontinuity is typically very short in duration, of low 
amplitude and is difficult to detect and isolate 

• Intermittence typically manifests itself during stress situations 
– Thermal extremes 

– Vibration

– High G loading

– Combination of these stresses 

These problems are becoming more severe in aging aircraft    



Intermittent Faults:  

• Intermittence has many names     

– No Fault Found (NFF) 

– Erroneous Removal (ER) 

– Cannot Duplicate (CND)   

– No Trouble Found (NTF)  

– Retest OK (RETOK)   

– No Evidence of Failure (NEOF)  

– Nothing to Report (NTR) 

– Disassemble Clean & Reassemble (DCR)  



Conventional Approach:  

• Billions of dollars have been spent industry wide on conventional 

legacy test equipment and wire testers

• All Designed to detect hard failures, yet research and experience  

have determined that approximately 50% of the problem is 

intermittence

• Test or scan only ONE circuit or function at a time

• Unable to detect momentary faults

• Not capable of detecting intermittence       



Conventional Results:  

• “In one year false alarms and "cannot duplicate" conditions wasted 
more than 246,000 maintenance man hours, including aircraft 
downtime and logistics costs associated across just six aircraft 
platforms” *(NAVAIR Integrated Diagnostics & Automated Test Systems (IDATS) Laboratory)

• “The Department of Defense maintained 400 types of test systems 
and spent $50 Billion to buy and support these systems over a 12 
year period” *(Government Accountability Office (GAO) Study) 

• NFF resulting from undetected intermittency is now one of the 
largest aircraft maintenance cost drivers for the Department of 
Defense - $2 Billion annually *(OSD ODASD (Maintenance))

No Fault Found costs the DoD $2 Billion Annually – An Innovative 

Solution is Needed     



Innovative Solution:  

• Build a maintenance tool specifically designed to detect and isolate 
intermittent faults that cause NFF  

• Repairing an intermittent circuit is not difficult 

• The challenge is detecting and isolating the intermittent fault

• The Ncompass-Voyager is a proven solution

• Monitors all circuit paths simultaneously and continuously detecting  
intermittence as short as 50 nanoseconds

• Integrated Spread Spectrum Time Domain Reflectometry (SSTDR) 

• Easily configurable – eliminates time consuming and expensive Test 
Program Set (TPS) development – practically “plug and play” 

No Fault Found cost the DoD $2 Billion Annually – An Innovative 

Solution is Available     



The Ncompass-Voyager: 

Ncompass-Voyager™ O / I Level Intermittent Fault Detector™  



Case Studies: 

Innovative Solution Improves War Fighter Support  

 CH-47 AFCS wiring  - 75% 
test time reduction

 CH-47 AFCS LRU testing

 B757 APU 3X Time On 
Wing increase

 F-16 MLPRF 3X Time On 
Wing increase

 Eurofighter undercarriage 
wiring

 Raytheon ISR aircraft 
mission system wiring

 Solved 5-year intermittent 
Tornado GR4 fault



Ncompass-Voyager Utility: 

• The Ncompass-Voyager approach is simple, highly cost effective 

and extremely successful in filling the intermittent / NFF testing void

• The Ncompass-Voyager approach is platform neutral and can be 

used to test a wide variety of units in the DoD inventory that suffer 

from NFF – easily adapted to existing Interface Test Adaptors (ITAs)

Ncompass-Voyager fills the Intermittent Testing Void  



Ncompass-Voyager Great Idea! 

• Quickly detect, isolate and repair intermittent circuits and wiring that 

conventional testers are incapable of detecting - root cause fault 

identification of NFF is finally possible

• Advanced all lines all the time monitoring capability with integrated 

SSDTR is resetting test equipment performance expectations  

• Substantially improve availability and mission readiness while 

significantly reducing NFF

• Dramatically reduce the $2B annual DoD NFF burden through 

adoption and deployment of Ncompass-Voyager across the DoD MX 

Enterprise  

Solving the Intermittent Testing Void Problem is Critical While 

Operating Aged Systems in a Reduced Budgetary Environment



Questions? 

Contact: Ken Anderson - 801.731.8508 – Contact@Usynaptics.com – www.USynaptics.com - @USynaptics 



Back-up Slides:  

Contact: Ken Anderson - 801.731.8508 – Contact@Usynaptics.com – www.USynaptics.com - @USynaptics 



Department of Defense Solution: 

• Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) established the Joint 
Intermittence Testing Working Integrated Product Team (JIT WIPT) 
in 2012 – Joint Service effort to address the intermittent testing void

• Military Performance Specification (MIL-PRF) draft released 29 Sep 
2014

• Intermittent Fault Generators (IFGs) have been delivered to the 
Navy & Air Force providing the DoD a validation and verification tool 
to determine intermittent fault detection capability 

• Objective is the deployment of a maintenance tool capable of 
detecting and isolating intermittent faults that cause NFF 

• Universal Synaptics has a proven solution that detects and isolates 
all intermittent faults in a Unit Under Test (UUT), down to 50 
nanoseconds

No Fault Found Costs the DoD between $2 Billion Annually



43
AMUET ™



 HIGHEST IMPACT ON FLIGHTLINE

• Safety of crew / passengers 

• Mission readiness /  flight cancelled or delayed

• System failure or degraded performance

• Pressure to deliver on-time 

• Limited O-level capabilities

 Cost / benefit of  PDM programs (shop/ in-situ)

The Department of Defense (DOD) experiences a $2 – $10 

billion annual impact due to removal and replacement of Line 

Replaceable Units (LRUs)/Weapon Replaceable Assemblies 

(WRAs) which subsequently test No Fault Found (NFF) during 

depot testing, and are turned right back around to the field.

Fault Isolation  - procedures often involve repetitive task for the same problem

a) Replace computer (electronic or software issue)

b) Replace component  - repetitive NFF 

c) Troubleshoot wiring (EWIS)

d) Document manually- no tracking of historical data

 ELECTRICAL FAILURES ARE UNPREDICTABLE! 

• Fleet size & type

• Location of bases

• Sub-system complexity

• Ageing

• Mission stress  

• PMO tooling

44

Nature of the problem



Intelligent Phone

45



PMO- Conventional Handheld  meters

P1

P2

P3
O-LEVEL- Agility to be at any place/time/aircraft/sub-system 

1. Multiple test equipments; often cumbersome

2. Scope limited with 2  short probes 

3. Extensive  documentation of maintenance processes required

4. Limited by availability of skilled electrical technicians 

5. Limited tracking of  details of historical data 

 Potential for human error is high (turnaround time, expertise, measurement reliability , repeatability)
46



PMO- Conventional  ATE

P1

P2

P3

D-LEVEL- PDM provides ability to reduce failure but limited agility to react to unexpected failure on Flightline

1. Capabilities to validate circuit, degradation, intermittent on complete sub-system

2. Interface cables are major obstacle to O-level deployment (delay to procure, cost, weight, maintenance) 

3. Test Program Sets (TPS) need to be developed for specific applications (ATE, aircraft sub-system)

4. Operation requires extensive aircraft downtime 

5. Global data mining is possible

 Limited scope of work, high operating costs at shop level (removal of components) and PDM (set-up)47



Intelligent Multi-Meter

Mechanical Vs Maintenance Dispatch Reliability
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New generation of ATE- AMUET ™

P1

P2

P3

-US patents 7,368,919 & 7,728,605 & 8,547.108

Standard TBU

• Circuit analyzer

• Tracks degradation

• Fault locator

• Rapid intermittent

Standard interface cables Standard TPS

All in 1

• Import existing database

• Auto-learn

• No programming skills

• Low cost / turnaround

Standard  process

• Validate Sub-sytems

• Fix It Right 1st Time

• Traceability 

• One-Man, Full Scan

• 45 minutes

• Generic family with eID

• Low cost / turnaround

49



Instant worldwide inter-services capabilities

 AMUET ™ equipment is generic
 Connectors are compatible
 Maintenance programs are 

shared
 Technicians have the same 

training and follow AMUET ™ 
standardized processes

 USAF technical operations can 
assist in real time the Navy 
technical operations

 100% data availability
 Implementation of “digital 

thread”

AMUET ™ - Global Universal Platform

50



0 minutes 15 minutes

Preparation

AMUET ™- Standard process

Bring AMUET ™ to 

aircraft
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Setup

0 minutes 15 minutes

Set-up

52

AMUET ™- Standard process



Fill Traceability + Run the scan

0 minutes 15 minutes

Traceability + scan

53

ONE-MAN FULL SCAN !

AMUET ™- Standard process



System status confirmed & Close-up

0 minutes 15 minutes

System status confirm & 

Return to service

54

AMUET ™- Standard process



 One technician capable of doing a full Diagnostic/Repair/Docs
of a specific sub-system in 45 minutes

Portable Universal PLATFORM Any place/time/aircraft

Automated Data Acquisition Health Monitoring

Maintenance Programs Standard program for fleet

AMUET ™ in commercial aerospace

Test time

Reliability statistics Heavy Line

sub-system Prevention 45 minutes

1 Proximity Switches (PSEU)

2 hours

15

2 Flap/slat skew detection 20/45

3 Spoiler & hydraulic discrete + PCU indicator 20/45

4 Horizontal stablizer trim actuating system (H-Stab) 45

5 Stall Protection System (SPS) 15

6 Nose wheel steering (NWS) 15

7 Anti-skid (A-Skid) 15

Test time include time to set-up AMUET ™, scan, results analysis, documentation, and in the case of O-level, procedures 

to return aircraft to service (ex: flap cycle). 
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TBU1 on wing root TBU2 on engine ECU

CRJ705 IFE seats

Line troubleshooting: A-check, Gate

Test time: 20 minutes

Test time: 30 minutes
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Line troubleshooting: A320 flap-slat

avionic baySlat motor on wing

AMUET ™ technician

Test time: 20 minutes

57



Heavy / Depot maintenance set-up

Test HQ- next to aircraft Avionic Bay- cockpit                   mid section center section

Modernization program

Development set-up:  1 day

Test time: 1 hour  (prior 48 hours)
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#1 Old habits are costly:

A Dash 8 was AOG in Boston on Tuesday night for AC GEN #1. The AMEs replaced the Gen and the GCU and 

aircraft was serviceable. On Wednesday, it flew 4 legs with no problem.

Thursday, we tested the wiring with THS equipment: broken wire between the 

2 GCUs and probably another wire pinched somewhere between the 2. We found a 

broken terminal on a CB in the RH AC contactor box!

Fix it right the first time!

59

#2  New standard:                     Start by validating wiring+ components

A CRJ was been found with an electrical problem for flap. Within minutes of the level A scan, AMUET ™ showed 

an open, and using 2 TBU, confirmed a broken wire between the rack and with the Flap PDU. Within a few 

minutes of troubleshooting using integrated TDR, the broken wires were found inches of the FECU Rack 

Connector.

Another good story with this system! 

Fault Isolation  - procedures often involve repetitive task for the same problem

a) Replace computer (electronic or software issue)

b) Replace component  - repetitive NFF 

c) Troubleshoot wiring (EWIS)

d) Document manually- no tracking of historical data
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AMUET ™ deployment- TRL 8

Commercial Aircraft Military Services

Airbus Boeing Bombardier Embraer USAF US Army US Navy US Marines

A300 B737 CRJ2 ERJ145 C-130

A310 B747 CRJ9 ERJ170

A320 B757 Q400 ERJ190

A330 B767 Dash 8

A340 B777 CS300

A350 B787

A380 MD80

MD90

MD11

Legend: In deployment Projected FY14-15 CTMA project

 Working to deploy on over 75% of airline platforms within 15 months 

 Needed 5-year effort with WR-ALC to get proof of concept funding on C-130

 AMUET ™ proven in commercial 
applications

 “Proof of Concept” demonstrated 
on C-130 electrical sub-system

 Works well at Depot and O Level

 AMUET ™ offers instant capabilities 
on any AIR/LAND/SEA platforms 



Challenge- adverse to change
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Challenge- Technology is available now
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Mobil_ATE™

WHY select us? 

Cost
Effectiv_ATE™
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AMUET ™ 



Alain Lussier

Solavitek Inc.

Technologies Harness Scanner Inc.

866-400-8474 x4570  USA & Canada

Alussier@thsi.ca

AMUET ™
Advanced Mobile Universal Electrical Tester

64

Questions

www.thsi.ca
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Laser Technology for 

Aerospace Maintenance and 

Sustainment Applications

2014 DoD Maintenance Symposium 
– Great Ideas Competition –

November 2014 

Debora Naguy

Chief, Product Support Engineering 
Division

Air Force Life Cycle 
Management Center 

WPAFB, OH

Rik Crowther

Lead Engineer, Aircraft 
Corrosion Control Flight

309th AMXG/EN

Hill AFB, UT



Increased 

Mission 

Readiness

Reduced 

Environmental

Impacts

Decreased 

Maintenance 

Costs

Improved 

Substrate 

Conditions

Laser energy safely applied to surface for decomposition and 

removal of coating into collection system.

Exceeding expectations!  Offering numerous benefits…

A Great Idea Revolutionizing Maintenance: 

Laser Coating Removal 
Technology

Handheld 
Laser for 

Small Areas

Robotic Lasers 
for

Aircraft 
Components

Mobile 
Robotic 

Systems for 
Full Aircraft

Utilized a spiral approach 

to qualify technology

One 

System…Nu

merous 

Benefits



Increased Mission 
Readiness

Current Operation
 Long de-painting process 

of 2-4 weeks impacts 
warfighter readiness

 Limited aircraft throughput 

Laser De-Paint Future State 
 50% reduction in de-paint flow days

 Expedited de-paint process 
improves aircraft availability

 Intelligent aircraft mapping enables 
maintenance operations such as 
CBM+

Get in…Get out!  Back in the hands of our warfighters! 



Reduced Environmental Impacts

Current Operation
 Carcinogenic working 

conditions…
even in break rooms

 Large amounts of hazardous 
materials + waste disposal 

 Excessive PPE requirements

 Regulatory monitoring and 
reporting 

Laser De-Paint 
Future State 

 Clean, control-room working 
environment

 No hazardous materials

 99% reduction in total waste 
disposal

 Minimal PPE

Making our maintainers’ jobs safer!



Decreased Maintenance Costs

Laser De-Paint Future State 
 No materials or waste  

 Minimal masking

 Significantly reduced PPE 

 Reduced process tracking & 
reporting 

 Organic Depot Mx alone 
savings of about $150M!

Reducing maintenance costs allows investments in 

new capabilities ensuring DoD remains dominant force!

Current Operation
 Materials, waste & PPE 

 Emissions tracking &  
reporting 

 High labor hours includes 
prep and masking 

 Clean up costs

 Current annual de-paint 
costs range from 
$180K-$32M per 
weapon system



Improved Substrate Conditions

Current Operation
 Substrate damage results 

due to repetitive, over-time 
abrasive processes (harsh 
chemicals, media blasting, 
etc.)

 Reduces life of weapon 
system

Laser De-Paint Future State 

 Extensive material testing 
confirms effects of laser de-
paint on substrate are 
comparable to or better 
than other methods

 Fast processing results in 
little to no impact on 
substrate

 Ability to selectively remove 
coating layers 

Improved substrate conditions extend 

life span of the Weapon System!



Status

Video 



• Technology offers annual savings of 

$150M for organic depot maintenance

– Savings will multiply for other services + 

commercial industry

• Robotics + Laser provides foundation

for advanced maintenance operations 

– Robotic NDI 

– Symmetry 

and Alignment

Just the Beginning…

Decreasing maintenance costs and increasing efficiency!



Opportunities
• Enabling Condition Based Maintenance Plus 

(CBM+) 
– Intelligent 3D mapping provides foundation by tail 

number 

– Creates real-time “medical records” + legacy 
trend analysis 

• Optimizing for DoD specialty coatings
– Applicable to LO coatings and other military 

coating systems 

• Revolutionizing aerospace industry
– AF Team working with other interested parties

Robotics and laser technology 

empowers aerospace innovation!



New Frontier

• Robotic Laser technology revolutionizing entire 
aerospace industry

– Applicable to all services + commercial industry

• Laser technology reduces cost, improves 
readiness, reduces environmental impact, and 
reduces effect to substrate 

• Robotic systems enable next generation 
maintenance processes such as CBM+


